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Pdf free Poems of dedication [PDF]
this is mr spender s first volume of poems for five years these poems are at
once poems dedicated to people and poems of self dedication the first six
poems themselves written at intervals during six years constitute an elegy
dedicated to the memory of margaret spender after this group of poems
commemorating a death follows a group of poems on themes of birth love and
separation the third group of poems spiritual explorations dedicated to a
fellow poet cecil day lewis is the most sustained attempt by the author to
integrate a veiw of the isolated situation of the individual with an heroic
idea of the re creation of modern man s conception of life the last group of
landscapes and seascapes reaches beyond the personal preoccupations of the
other poems into a wider detachment publisher s description book jacket so
thankful is about overcoming adversity i am so very thankful to god for
helping me endure and also for allowing me to write this second book i m
still dealing with some adversity but that s okay i m still here remember in
the book of ecclesiastes 9 4 it says a living dog is better than a dead lion
i m alive and there is still hope for me and you we all just need to believe
i would love to hear from you regarding your thoughts about my book my e mail
address is mjtaylor7 yahoo com thank you and may god continue to bless you
journeys of the heart and dedication poems reflect my journeys through my
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life both sad and happy times the book is divided into two parts because the
second part dedication poems is especially dedicated to the special people
who have touched my life most of the poems in both sections were written in
college however the newer poems in both sections reflect the importance of my
current relationships and how now i have a true sense of peace in my life
dedicated poems to our loved ones in heaven represents all the emotions at
play when there is sudden death my inspiration for doing this book was due to
my parents passing away suddenly i had all these emotions going on and wanted
to share the grief with others who have lost loved ones we must always
remember that our loved ones never die but always live on in our hearts and
these poems do come directly from the heart i didn t feel grief straight away
then all these poems started to come to me it was like my parents were
communicating to me to do it my dad was so happy when i was going to get
married that he bought me my dress but he couldn t walk me down the aisle as
he passed away before the big day my husband to be tony and i decided to hold
the wedding on my dad s birthday my mum ended up giving me away with my
sister ann as my bridesmaid we did not forget my dad that day and raised a
glass to wish him a happy birthday and wish he was with us please enjoy and
take comfort from these poems and remember that you are never alone in grief
remembering keats is a brand new collection of poetry and essays by various
authors dedicated to english romantic poet john keats 1795 1821 together with
lord byron and percy bysshe shelley he was a key figure during the second
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generation of romantic poets most famous for such poems as sleep and poetry
ode to a nightingale and on first looking into chapman s homer keats died at
the age of 25 from tuberculosis only four years after the first publication
of his works despite not being praised by critics during his short life keats
has since become one of the most celebrated english poets to have ever lived
contents include keats by james russell lowell on the promise of keats by
george edward woodberry a reading in the letters of john keats by leon h
nincent keats by barnette miller keats by edmund clarence stedman adonais by
percy bysshe shelley keats by frances a fuller the poet keats keats by
richard watson gilder for the anniversary of john keats s death by sara
teasdale and keats a sonnet by florence earle coates a fantastic collection
of assorted writings that will appeal to poetry lovers and those with a
particular interest in the life and work of this incredible literary figure
ragged hand is publishing this brand new collection of classic writings now
complete with a specially commissioned new biography of the author a mother
obey her treasure her honor her enjoy her respect her this is all about the
womans strength and dedication the hatred the love the heartache and pain the
fighting the journey to find love again a poetic autobiography about unique
love happiness and drama the 11 poems in part one make you live share and
enjoy the beginning of a true love in progress preparing you to learn the
happy end and when you are almost there a dramatic turn calls the couple to a
life and death duel an incurable disease hits the author s wife at age 43 the
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long poem forever with you in part two keeps the reader in suspense by the
bitter fight of the couple to win over death for almost ten years ten years
of pain fear sacrifices and still stronger love strong faith and trust in
each other joy and happiness through all this nightmare the bitter end comes
still the couple s love survives time for the author is not the cure to
forget his late wife he continues to mourn suffer weep and cry silently in
verses you read them and feel the pain anger and sympathy you suffer and may
be tears wet your cheeks from all this nightmare and bitter end you learn
about true love and much more in many years to come on our tomb above words
will be read they rest in love front cover alije on the wedding day oct 25
1970 albania excerpt from lincoln monument dedication poem we build not here
a temple or a shrine nor hero jane to demigods divine nor to the clouds a
superstructure rear for mans ambition or for servile fear not to the dust but
to the deeds alone a grateful people raise th historic stone for where a
patriot lived or hero fell the daisied turf would mark the spot as ivell
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare
and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction
of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format
whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
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imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works this book the invisible
crown is a collection of poems and verses from various writers across the
globe reflecting the hope and beliefs that every writer has penned down her
thoughts in effective and sensitive ways it chiefly echoes the inner strength
and optimistic views that we always have deep within our hearts which insists
us to reach down no matter what kind of challenges or hardships or painful
situations we are going through every struggle in our lives makes us strong
and we become even more stronger than whatever tries to hurt us yet every
individual in this world has someone special who will remain as a constant
companion throughout our existence the reach of their arms can provide
succour to us at once and just one hug from them could heal everything from a
broken knee to a broken heart they comfort us build our confidence and make
us feel proud to be a part of their world they will guide us to our goals
cajoling us into staying focused and when we achieve our dreams they stand
behind us in our shadow cloaked in the warmth of our success this book
encompasses their strength and our hopefulness which are the creative force
of the universe in almost all of these poems rendering you the feeling of
gratitude and inspiration the book the core of dedication is combination of
our inner love emotions feelings care and sacrifices for someone or something
which never ever shown to that person or thing all are hidden and untold in
this book we deeply dedicated our thoughts through poems for someone or
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something in written form when readers will read this book definitely they
will feel their inner words too which they also carry into their heart and
will feel the real as well and at the end we glad to thanking you from heart
for choosing our book the core of dedication first published in 1868 ave
atque vale is a poem by algernon charles swinburne dedicated to french poet
art critic and essayist charles pierre baudelaire 1821 1867 baudelaire s
wonderful poems are known for their masterful use of rhyme and rhythm which
together with their romantic exoticism inspired a whole generation of poets
including arthur rimbaud paul verlaine and stéphane mallarmé algernon charles
swinburne 1837 1909 was an english playwright novelist poet and critic who
famously wrote about taboo subjects including anti theism and lesbianism
swinburne s poetry often contains motifs of time death and the ocean as well
as references to historical figures including sappho catullus and anactoria
ave atque vale will appeal to poetry lovers and is not to be missed by those
with an interest in the life and work of charles pierre baudelaire other
notable works by this author include atalanta in calydon 1865 poems and
ballads 1866 and songs before sunrise 1871 ragged hand is proudly
republishing this classic poem now complete with a specially commissioned new
biography of the author beautifully designed bilingual text with original
drawings and illustrations a collection of love poems love has many facets
from those very tentative beginnings the exhilaration the excitement and
passion to the loneliness and longing and the sadness and the deep heartache
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and grieving we all feel when in love writing these poems was therapeutic for
me and i hope whoever picks up this book will read and find something that
resonates within them that they can identify with and help express their
emotions a book of scintillating poetry and prose by award winning author
michelle devon read as you take a walk into her past and share emotional and
vibrant poetry for your reading satisfaction excerpt from dedication of
lyceum hall oration by francis e hoppin and poem by henry c whitaker
delivered upon the occasion of opening the new rooms of the franklin lyceum
november 19 1858 before approaching the chief topic of my discourse i propose
to notice very briefly the principal events in the history of the franklin
lyceum that we may thus see together the bud the blossom and the ripened
fruit its name was originally the providence lyceum the precise date of its
formation is unknown the first meet ings were held in the winter of 1829 30
its first members were all scholars in mr dewitt s school on waterman street
and its meetings were held at their homes on friday evenings after the labors
of the school were o ver the earliest members were william b shove levi h
holden daniel a jackson geronimo urmeneta thomas l d unnell charles j cushing
william e hamlin and crawford nightingale the records which were regularly
kept have been unfortunately lost the officers were elected quarterly the
exercises consisted of lectures and debates on alternate evenings the first
regular room occupied by the lyceum was in the basement of mr shove s house
on benefit street nearly opposite rev mr swain s meeting house where a
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cabinet of minerals shells chemical apparatus antiquities and a library were
commenced about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands
of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of
the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases
an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works a poignant collection of
poems written by a dedicated franciscan sister and the former hospital
administrator of saint marys hospital during a lifetime of dedication this is
a work that celebrates the seasons of life and brings insight and a smile to
readers everywhere during her fifty five year career at saint marys hospital
in rochester minnesota sister mary brigh cassidy remained a common person
with uncommon capabilities to whatever position she held she brought a
business acumen that was legendary though she was quick to dismiss her
extraordinary gifts for leadership as ordinary even though she worked
tirelessly as the hospital administrator caring for patients and leading the
hospital through unparalleled growth she found time at the end of her busy
days to write poetry and reflect on spirituality nature and a life dedicated
to service composed between the years of 1928 and 1968 the poems in gifts of
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her spirit paint a picture of life through the great depression world war ii
and post war events though like emily dickinson and jane austen cassidy
created her own world of words that was parallel to but separate from the
great events around her her poetry often uses images from nature to capture
the beauty and poignancy found in the seasons of the church and in the
seasons of life each with its own purpose challenges and rewards gifts of her
spirit is a curation of approximately sixty of cassidy s poems all arranged
according to the liturgical calendar of the catholic church from limericks to
meditations they gesture gently to the beauty of nature s surroundings
provide strength for life s challenges and encourage the reader to look
within themselves and to eternity for those who knew cassidy her life itself
was a gift of the spirit for those who read these poems the wonder of that
gift is revealed through her words this book is a collection of poems written
by william vaughn moody of more than a dozen titles featured some of them
were a grey day gloucester moors faded pictures the departure and good friday
night here s an excerpt from a grey day grey drizzling mists the moorlands
drape rain whitens the dead sea from headland dim to sullen cape i wrote this
book because i love and honor all women i am so appreciative towards women in
how they love and look at life this work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization
as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains
as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
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copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed
in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the
work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and
distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on
the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may
contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part
of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant



Poems of Dedication 1947 this is mr spender s first volume of poems for five
years these poems are at once poems dedicated to people and poems of self
dedication the first six poems themselves written at intervals during six
years constitute an elegy dedicated to the memory of margaret spender after
this group of poems commemorating a death follows a group of poems on themes
of birth love and separation the third group of poems spiritual explorations
dedicated to a fellow poet cecil day lewis is the most sustained attempt by
the author to integrate a veiw of the isolated situation of the individual
with an heroic idea of the re creation of modern man s conception of life the
last group of landscapes and seascapes reaches beyond the personal
preoccupations of the other poems into a wider detachment publisher s
description book jacket
So Thankful 2011-08-08 so thankful is about overcoming adversity i am so very
thankful to god for helping me endure and also for allowing me to write this
second book i m still dealing with some adversity but that s okay i m still
here remember in the book of ecclesiastes 9 4 it says a living dog is better
than a dead lion i m alive and there is still hope for me and you we all just
need to believe i would love to hear from you regarding your thoughts about
my book my e mail address is mjtaylor7 yahoo com thank you and may god
continue to bless you
Journeys of the Heart and Dedication Poems 2013-09-09 journeys of the heart
and dedication poems reflect my journeys through my life both sad and happy



times the book is divided into two parts because the second part dedication
poems is especially dedicated to the special people who have touched my life
most of the poems in both sections were written in college however the newer
poems in both sections reflect the importance of my current relationships and
how now i have a true sense of peace in my life
Dedicated Poems to Our Loved Ones in Heaven 2014-07-21 dedicated poems to our
loved ones in heaven represents all the emotions at play when there is sudden
death my inspiration for doing this book was due to my parents passing away
suddenly i had all these emotions going on and wanted to share the grief with
others who have lost loved ones we must always remember that our loved ones
never die but always live on in our hearts and these poems do come directly
from the heart i didn t feel grief straight away then all these poems started
to come to me it was like my parents were communicating to me to do it my dad
was so happy when i was going to get married that he bought me my dress but
he couldn t walk me down the aisle as he passed away before the big day my
husband to be tony and i decided to hold the wedding on my dad s birthday my
mum ended up giving me away with my sister ann as my bridesmaid we did not
forget my dad that day and raised a glass to wish him a happy birthday and
wish he was with us please enjoy and take comfort from these poems and
remember that you are never alone in grief
Poems. [The Dedication Signed: Anna Lætitia Aikin]. The Fourth Edition,
Corrected 1774 remembering keats is a brand new collection of poetry and



essays by various authors dedicated to english romantic poet john keats 1795
1821 together with lord byron and percy bysshe shelley he was a key figure
during the second generation of romantic poets most famous for such poems as
sleep and poetry ode to a nightingale and on first looking into chapman s
homer keats died at the age of 25 from tuberculosis only four years after the
first publication of his works despite not being praised by critics during
his short life keats has since become one of the most celebrated english
poets to have ever lived contents include keats by james russell lowell on
the promise of keats by george edward woodberry a reading in the letters of
john keats by leon h nincent keats by barnette miller keats by edmund
clarence stedman adonais by percy bysshe shelley keats by frances a fuller
the poet keats keats by richard watson gilder for the anniversary of john
keats s death by sara teasdale and keats a sonnet by florence earle coates a
fantastic collection of assorted writings that will appeal to poetry lovers
and those with a particular interest in the life and work of this incredible
literary figure ragged hand is publishing this brand new collection of
classic writings now complete with a specially commissioned new biography of
the author
Dedication Poetry 2010 a mother obey her treasure her honor her enjoy her
respect her
Remembering Keats - Essays & Poetry in Dedication to the Romantic Poet
2020-12-21 this is all about the womans strength and dedication the hatred



the love the heartache and pain the fighting the journey to find love again
She is Reading Her Blanket with Her Hands 2008 a poetic autobiography about
unique love happiness and drama the 11 poems in part one make you live share
and enjoy the beginning of a true love in progress preparing you to learn the
happy end and when you are almost there a dramatic turn calls the couple to a
life and death duel an incurable disease hits the author s wife at age 43 the
long poem forever with you in part two keeps the reader in suspense by the
bitter fight of the couple to win over death for almost ten years ten years
of pain fear sacrifices and still stronger love strong faith and trust in
each other joy and happiness through all this nightmare the bitter end comes
still the couple s love survives time for the author is not the cure to
forget his late wife he continues to mourn suffer weep and cry silently in
verses you read them and feel the pain anger and sympathy you suffer and may
be tears wet your cheeks from all this nightmare and bitter end you learn
about true love and much more in many years to come on our tomb above words
will be read they rest in love front cover alije on the wedding day oct 25
1970 albania
Poems, chiefly devotional. [The dedication signed: F. D. C., i.e. Frances D.
Cartwright.] 1835 excerpt from lincoln monument dedication poem we build not
here a temple or a shrine nor hero jane to demigods divine nor to the clouds
a superstructure rear for mans ambition or for servile fear not to the dust
but to the deeds alone a grateful people raise th historic stone for where a



patriot lived or hero fell the daisied turf would mark the spot as ivell
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare
and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction
of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format
whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works
It's Always a Mother's Day 2014-10-25 this book the invisible crown is a
collection of poems and verses from various writers across the globe
reflecting the hope and beliefs that every writer has penned down her
thoughts in effective and sensitive ways it chiefly echoes the inner strength
and optimistic views that we always have deep within our hearts which insists
us to reach down no matter what kind of challenges or hardships or painful
situations we are going through every struggle in our lives makes us strong
and we become even more stronger than whatever tries to hurt us yet every
individual in this world has someone special who will remain as a constant
companion throughout our existence the reach of their arms can provide
succour to us at once and just one hug from them could heal everything from a
broken knee to a broken heart they comfort us build our confidence and make



us feel proud to be a part of their world they will guide us to our goals
cajoling us into staying focused and when we achieve our dreams they stand
behind us in our shadow cloaked in the warmth of our success this book
encompasses their strength and our hopefulness which are the creative force
of the universe in almost all of these poems rendering you the feeling of
gratitude and inspiration
Poems of Mind and Thought 1999 the book the core of dedication is combination
of our inner love emotions feelings care and sacrifices for someone or
something which never ever shown to that person or thing all are hidden and
untold in this book we deeply dedicated our thoughts through poems for
someone or something in written form when readers will read this book
definitely they will feel their inner words too which they also carry into
their heart and will feel the real as well and at the end we glad to thanking
you from heart for choosing our book the core of dedication
Poems on several occasions. The dedication signed: Mat. Prior 1719 first
published in 1868 ave atque vale is a poem by algernon charles swinburne
dedicated to french poet art critic and essayist charles pierre baudelaire
1821 1867 baudelaire s wonderful poems are known for their masterful use of
rhyme and rhythm which together with their romantic exoticism inspired a
whole generation of poets including arthur rimbaud paul verlaine and stéphane
mallarmé algernon charles swinburne 1837 1909 was an english playwright
novelist poet and critic who famously wrote about taboo subjects including



anti theism and lesbianism swinburne s poetry often contains motifs of time
death and the ocean as well as references to historical figures including
sappho catullus and anactoria ave atque vale will appeal to poetry lovers and
is not to be missed by those with an interest in the life and work of charles
pierre baudelaire other notable works by this author include atalanta in
calydon 1865 poems and ballads 1866 and songs before sunrise 1871 ragged hand
is proudly republishing this classic poem now complete with a specially
commissioned new biography of the author
In to Her Heart 2018-02-13 beautifully designed bilingual text with original
drawings and illustrations
Forever with You 2010-03 a collection of love poems love has many facets from
those very tentative beginnings the exhilaration the excitement and passion
to the loneliness and longing and the sadness and the deep heartache and
grieving we all feel when in love writing these poems was therapeutic for me
and i hope whoever picks up this book will read and find something that
resonates within them that they can identify with and help express their
emotions
Lincoln Monument Dedication Poem (Classic Reprint) 2015-07-21 a book of
scintillating poetry and prose by award winning author michelle devon read as
you take a walk into her past and share emotional and vibrant poetry for your
reading satisfaction
Lincoln Monument Dedication Poem 1907 excerpt from dedication of lyceum hall



oration by francis e hoppin and poem by henry c whitaker delivered upon the
occasion of opening the new rooms of the franklin lyceum november 19 1858
before approaching the chief topic of my discourse i propose to notice very
briefly the principal events in the history of the franklin lyceum that we may
thus see together the bud the blossom and the ripened fruit its name was
originally the providence lyceum the precise date of its formation is unknown
the first meet ings were held in the winter of 1829 30 its first members were
all scholars in mr dewitt s school on waterman street and its meetings were
held at their homes on friday evenings after the labors of the school were o
ver the earliest members were william b shove levi h holden daniel a jackson
geronimo urmeneta thomas l d unnell charles j cushing william e hamlin and
crawford nightingale the records which were regularly kept have been
unfortunately lost the officers were elected quarterly the exercises
consisted of lectures and debates on alternate evenings the first regular
room occupied by the lyceum was in the basement of mr shove s house on
benefit street nearly opposite rev mr swain s meeting house where a cabinet
of minerals shells chemical apparatus antiquities and a library were
commenced about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands
of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of
the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases



an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works
The Invisible Crown 2021-12-30 a poignant collection of poems written by a
dedicated franciscan sister and the former hospital administrator of saint
marys hospital during a lifetime of dedication this is a work that celebrates
the seasons of life and brings insight and a smile to readers everywhere
during her fifty five year career at saint marys hospital in rochester
minnesota sister mary brigh cassidy remained a common person with uncommon
capabilities to whatever position she held she brought a business acumen that
was legendary though she was quick to dismiss her extraordinary gifts for
leadership as ordinary even though she worked tirelessly as the hospital
administrator caring for patients and leading the hospital through
unparalleled growth she found time at the end of her busy days to write
poetry and reflect on spirituality nature and a life dedicated to service
composed between the years of 1928 and 1968 the poems in gifts of her spirit
paint a picture of life through the great depression world war ii and post
war events though like emily dickinson and jane austen cassidy created her
own world of words that was parallel to but separate from the great events
around her her poetry often uses images from nature to capture the beauty and
poignancy found in the seasons of the church and in the seasons of life each



with its own purpose challenges and rewards gifts of her spirit is a curation
of approximately sixty of cassidy s poems all arranged according to the
liturgical calendar of the catholic church from limericks to meditations they
gesture gently to the beauty of nature s surroundings provide strength for
life s challenges and encourage the reader to look within themselves and to
eternity for those who knew cassidy her life itself was a gift of the spirit
for those who read these poems the wonder of that gift is revealed through
her words
Poems on several occasions ... published [with a dedication in verse] by Mr.
Pope 1752 this book is a collection of poems written by william vaughn moody
of more than a dozen titles featured some of them were a grey day gloucester
moors faded pictures the departure and good friday night here s an excerpt
from a grey day grey drizzling mists the moorlands drape rain whitens the
dead sea from headland dim to sullen cape
The Core of Dedication 2022-02-25 i wrote this book because i love and honor
all women i am so appreciative towards women in how they love and look at
life
Poems on Several Occasions, together with a pastoral. By Mrs. S. F. [The
dedication signed: S. F. E., i.e. Sarah Fyge Egerton.] 1706 this work has
been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from
the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible



therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as
most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around
the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain
in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual
or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a
historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to
the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank
you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Poems on several occasions ... Published with a dedication, in verse by Mr.
Pope. (Visions in prose , published in the Spectators, etc.) 1722
Ave Atque Vale - Hail and Farewell 2021-03-26
Carbon Filter 1999
A Dedication to Someone So Very Special 2016-10-11
Poems and Translations. [The dedication signed: W. L., i.e. William
Lipscomb.] 1830
A Dedication 2021-04-29
Family Arrivals 1981-01-01
Sacred and Moral Poems. (Viz.) The Dedication. The Preface. For the Lord's-
Day. On Friendship. For Good-Friday. ... By a Cambridge Gentleman 1716



Dedication of Lyceum Hall 2018-01-25
Gifts of Her Spirit 2022-02-01
Poems on several occasions. The dedication signed: Mat. Prior 1720
REMEMBER SPRING 2012-10-29
The Works of Beaumont & Fletcher: Biographical memoir. Dedication, &c.
Commendatory poems. The woman-hater. Thierry and Theodoret. Philaster. The
maid's tragedy 1843
The Project 1778
Gloucester Moors and Other Poems 2019-12-17
Poems 1895
Of Honoring Women 2017-08-28
Poem Delivered at the Dedication of the Pan-American Exposition 2016-04-22
Dedication 2011-08-05
Poems for Mum 2006
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